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Silo Journal - 01

Bi-monthly reports

research Digressions Visual debris

Overview: S/S 2021

Each quarter Silowill focus on a specific theme to direct
its projects.
This seasonwill draw from themurkywell of
surveillance-capital, fossil fuel and industrial agro-
industries and their various co-conspirators. Through
thiswewill navigate andmap the lucanal cavities ,
ontological voids, and abyssal extractions of these
geopolitical and corporate bodieswithin the planetary
vacuumof capitalism and its stealthy histories.

Silo Journal will also be released between these larger
projects as a bi-monthly collection of essays, fiction,
collaborations, and visual debris gathered along the
way.
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Research: S/S 2021

Mythopoeic Code

ThePsychologicalMeme-Lore of theWhaling Industry

Strategic Biofouling

Frictionless Enmeshment

TheOracular Fantasies of Data Behemoths

Criminogenics in Digital Art

Megaslumps





visualize an OBJECT of

massive

accumulation

Astraifiedform
that layers itself into
theshiftingmesh-

workofthe
Capitalocene,

congealingwiththe
metabolic
flecked

protoplasmof
history,andall its
subsequent
sewages





Rio Tinto EECO (Ecosystem Exploration Craft &
Observatory, Kennecott Plaza





Panguna MINE, Papua New Guinea

TYPE OF CONFLICT:

Mineral Ores and

Building Materials Extraction

1970 - Current

Rio Tinto Zinc RTZ Mining and

Exploration Ltd. (RTZ)

Australia -

AS A RESULT OF THE War crimes committed by government

security forces in the ensuing CIVIL conflict, Rio Tinto

stands accused of having supplied the military with

trucks, fuel, accommodation, storage facilities, mess halls,
communications equipment and secretarial services.

Sued for Human RIGHTS ABUSES

Conflict O utcome:
DEATHS, ASSASSINATIONS, MURDERS, FAILURE OF

ENVIRONMENTAL LIABILITY, REPRESSION

Envir onmental Impacts:

Waste overflow, Deforestation and loss of vegetation

cover, Biodiversity loss (wildlife, agro-diversity), Food

insecurity (crop damage), Soil contamination, Surface water

pollution / Decreasing water (physico-chemical, biological)
quality, Groundwater pollution or depletion, Mine tailing

s p i l l s
Potential: Loss of landscape/aesthetic degradation, Air
pollution

Health Impacts:
Visible: Violence related health impacts (homicides, rape,
etc..), Infectious diseases

Socio-Economical Impacts:
Visible: Displacement, Loss of traditional knowledge/

practices/cultures, Militarization and increased police

presence, Specific impacts on women, Violations of human

rights, Land dispossession, BLOCKADES.

Project Status: Stopped

Court decision (failure for environmental justice)
R e p r e s s i o n
Project cancelled
Withdrawal of company/investment

Lawsuit : DISMISSED OF ALL

liability















microbial waste overflow

arbitrary to ancient
chronicle

faint yellow fluid dripping
down my

p e l v i s

I’m so skin’smerized by the

metallo mood-coloring

the more I write about it

the more I get into

the artifice

and all the technologies

SILO HARVESTER
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boiling hot in Guangzhou

every corner looks pooled in dust

another facial scanning

recognition mistake

1:20mil thick

should I allow the good looking

Gagosian Gallerist

to enter my orifice

Merchant Prime

moving load of husk specimens

objects in gelatin, cold

and vacuum-formed

I just stand there

let the over-mind

mimic my nervous system

the cloud fills

with shit-tons of pirated firmware

a helix of data extrudes

from the plastic urchin

and all I can think is:

“What about the future versions”

we could all work in tandem

smoothing all these little wrinkles

another dry morning

air of Isis caliphate

I’m strapped with an array of sensors

instincts still half sleeping

do you believe in #Twerkgate

or that spices are conduits

I try to really think

clearly

about the idea

of emptying a mountain

SILO CLUSTER





Rio Tinto Stadium VR EXPERIENCE,

UTAH
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Surveying the last decade or so has become a process of temporal un-
concealment -  of revealing that which is intentionally, and compartmentally 
obscurant in time. The molecularization of information, and experience into 
nano-scale computational temporalities has become the inflorescent system 
through which technocapital compresses its plexiform;  into the informatic 
layerings of chrono-capitalism. This concealment is not only pertaining to the 
difficulties of understanding time — in the physics or philosophies of its 
relativities, and linear continuums — but to its now mechanically algorithmic 
weird step-sibling: the miniaturized, and velocity-based technological 
application of micro-time, or chrono-capital as a tool. The inhuman speed and 
technological lubricity of finance and surveillance capitalism has created a non-
linear adjacency, and synthetic parallel to how we interact with the temporal, 
resulting in both the obliteration of macro time, and the hyper enhancement of 
the accidental present. Virilio speaks about this distortion in terms of our agency 
within this; how the logistics of society and its history are now formed through a 
horizontal immateriality mediated by these militarized, economic techno-
assemblages -  where the events of the cultural, the virtual, and the urban space 
are exteriorized as flows of energistic velocity; disorienting, and heterogeneous 
partialities that form into the shrinking immediacy of ‘concrete presence’. While 
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Surveying the last decade or so has become a process

of temporal un-concealment - of revealing that which is
intentionally, and compartmentally obscurant in time. The
molecularization of information into nano-scale
computational temporalities is now the inflorescent
system through which technocapital compresses its
plexiform; through the informatic layerings of chrono-
capitalism. This concealment is not only pertaining to the difficulties
of understanding the physics or philosophies of time, in its relativities,
and linear continuums — but to its now mechanically algorithmic weird
step-sibling: the velocital-technological application of micro-time, or
chrono-capital as a tool. The inhuman speed and lubricity of finance
and surveillance capitalism has created a non-linear adjacency, and
synthetic parallel to how we interact with the temporal, resulting in
both the obliteration of macro time, and the hyper enhancement of the
accidental present. Virilio speaks about this distortion in terms of our
metabolic agency within this; how the logistics of society and its
history are now formed through a horizontal immateriality mediated by
these economic techno-assemblages -where the events of the
cultural, the virtual, and the militarized urban space are exteriorized
as flows of energistic velocity; disorienting and heterogeneous
partialities that form into the shrinking immediacy of ‘concrete
presence’. While aspects of these theories can disregard certain
positivistic, and emancipatory aspects of technology, it may be true
that modernity’s requirement of a constant in-real-time form of
determinism results in the ontological destruction of both past and
future - and resultantly, of the pathological contexts for the present
itself. The protophenomena of late capitalism and its theoretical
mechano-unconscious is built from this metabolic and expanding
meshwork that continually and wastefully operates itself with a
singular obsession — to constantly replace its present-self with a
better, more efficient self. In this state of techonomic flux the
destructive tendencies and extractions of capitalism — meaning its
demands for a quantifiable “originary surplus” (Mbembe,
Necropolitics) of labor, soil, bodies, and of communities — results in a
dissension of relationality between the accidental social event, and
the causal effects of the technological event; where the faculties of
the metabolic become a type of atemporal and mystical reverie of
now, a transfixed nihilism absolved of responsibility to the
teleological, or to the outcome effect.

On the scale of the user, or the individual - this periscian
relationship to the necessity of operable ‘presence’ exits as a
temporal mediation, a bridge-like, oppositional connection to
phenomenological experience - one that is in both a constant
state of modified presence, and in constant expectation of
annihilatory renewal. More plainly, there is an expectation
that the abstract automated systems outside ourselves are



filtering the necessary clues to maximize agency of the present, and as
a result, our agency to dominate the dimensional and temporal. As
these systems cater their conveniences to our narcissistic tendencies,
there becomes less and less incentive to look beyond the nano-
timescale of the individual experience, and perhaps more hazardously,
invites us to harness this vulnerability itself. We can see examples of
this in our relationship to climate crisis, where agendized corporate
interest and distorted social accelerants have managed to neuter the
terrifying essentiality of long-view science-fact into
compartmentalized jurisdictions driven by lobbyists, bot farms, and
unqualified personal opinions — extending outward to form cultural
sub-currents of private ’interest-groups’, and online tribalist micro-
hordes who deploy and politicize this malleability of temporal reality as
a type of panoply – one optimized for deflection and non-
accountability. The interior, and exteriority of self is now brokered
through capitalisms harnessing of micro-time, a suspended state of
chrysalis where bodies can both misdirect, and ignore problematic
causalities as merely exterior automations; a foggy, user-defined
chrono-ontology of being – defined by the primacy of hazy presence,
and born of these algorithmic systems of speed and temporal
atomization.

Much of the language of social economy in the
corporate and advertising realm revolves around the
concept of ‘time penetration’ — of how to further
penetrate specific demographics’ time-spent on platforms
vs. the cost of click bait and digital reach. The harvestability
of TikTok is interesting from this perspective, for both its massive
cumulative ’time-spent’, and for its global mobility within Gen-Z, a
generation that was born with the internet — and which is in some
ways the most detached from it emotionally as a conceptual, political
object to be inherently or infastructurally altered. ‘Interactive’ social
platforms like Tiktok have been a forming ground for emergent micro-
trends, cultural memes, and youth driven political idealogies precisely
because they represent this casual, up-front temporality so clearly.
The old model of slow moving ‘mass media’ behemoths, is no longer
relevant to younger generations who operate within the seams of
chrono-capital and filtrated misinformation with fluid, instinctual
ability. Aesthetically and operationally, TikTok videos (and in some
ways Instagram’s Reels, Snapchat etc) reflect this as well, capturing
the ‘in the room’ casual realism of the intimate live stream, but
hybridized with the model of the idealized still-image or MV; creating
a highly clickable, highly watchable form of loop-based theatrical
mimesis that warps the objectivity of the transient, intimate
experience into an easy, karaoke-like, user-playable game object of
the public sphere.
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In the TikTok video ‘Ugly man becomes handsome ||
Never treat people by appearance ⽉紫⽟，抖⾳中国，⽩⻢⼩
志 ‘ we see a Chinese youth who hypothesizes the theatre
of this technology as a manipulation tool for dealing with
bullying and social hierarchies. In the video a boy alters his face

too look ‘ugly’, crudely applying darkened makeup in some videos, and

grey-workman like dust across his face in others - shades of a clearly

racial and class based perspective on what symbolizes self-worth and

social mobility. The ‘ugly’ character faces physical bullying, as well as

an emasculated inability to stop a ‘popular’ guy from being rude to his

girlfriend. When the camera flips, we see the boy has instantly

transformed into an distorted approximation of beauty, white-makeup’d

and clean-suited, with a trendy haircut and jewelry to match. His face is

now vampirically white, almost non-human, as he proceeds to

hilariously beat up his various bullies, immediately followed by dance

moves that his ugly self could of course, never have pulled off. The

immediate quality of this comedic surface transformation is important

in this non-comedic context - the moral or idealogical meme doesn’t

require arduous or nuanced work-hours to be effective, there is no

meaningful need to engage the shame spaces and prejudices beyond

the highly effective micro-timed surface level. In this example, in the

theatre of the hyper-present all that is required to rise above

modernity’s immobilities is to instantaneously embody a paragon borne

of the other side of your slump – to metabolically interiorize objects as

merely subjective and atemporal phenomena.

This video is just one of millions that utilize this popular ‘instant

makeover’ format. Abstractly we can view these makeovers as a type of

harnessing of reflexive digital-reality — a form of stealth

morphogenesis to the symbolism of the other. To temporarily and

digitally embody these signifiers is to be at once dominant, and

disassociated of the subject itself. This disembodied, fluid engagement

to exterior objects and history does not necessarily reienforce helpful

open dialogue and posibilities to the ‘outside’, but instead reinforces a

version of ‘maximum interiority’, where all the substances of history

become temporary fuel for the subective digital-self. This functionality

is now inherent to a data-farmable, post-attention economy, as the

user-as-designer model for ‘time penetration’ is now defined in

vaguely personal, spatio-temporal terms like engagement,
and influence; definitions of value that become in turn, highly

manipulatable and farmable modalities for echo-chambers, and

suggestive marketing swarms — and as we’ve seen in recent elections,

an effective fuel to activate demographic fear, extremist rhetoric, and

political bodies as a form of applied statecraft.
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Another perhaps more creative example of this is the TikTok user

‘unicosobreviviente’ aka Javier, who in 2021 began uploading videos where

he claims he is a time traveler from the year 2027, and that the

human race had since gone extinct, besides himself. His videos show him

walking through what appears to be empty streets and various public

infrastructure, attempting to use no-longer functional technological

networks. His bio reads “My name is Javier, and I am alone in the world.”

This is a captivating apocalyptic fantasy in and of itself, but also an odd

metaphorical encapsulation of the anxieties of modernity 2.0. Wether you

give him this credit or not, Javiers’ conceptual hijacking of this social

surveillance platform — one built for immediacy, interaction, and user-

harvesting, could be seen as a narrative manipulation of the shared

experience of these atemporal machines, and our theoretical impotence as

objects outside of them. There have been other users who have claimed to

be time travelers as well; some predicting the US election results, and

others claiming to reveal the date when WW3 will happen through short

video clues and cryptic monologues. The truth operates in TikTok time. In

this way the rise of the new-conspiratorial becomes experiential on the

same intimate meme-time as the algorithmic software, enmeshing with

the conspiratorial machination of the chronos itself — presenting the

physical ‘real’ as harmless, and subjective digital fantasies — myths that

are alive now, non-destructible in the momentary hyper-present.

None of our agency of this is really a secret to anyone, nor are the

rarer subversive utilizations of these platforms a necessarily meta-

fictional or post-post-modern practice — in most cases we are merely

using the convenience of the tools at hand, as best we can, and because

we can. This is the subsequent point, as this is not intended to be a

technophobic hypothesis but rather a highlight of a certain cultural

resignation to the technological present, a resignation that many have felt

the lingering nag of. Despite the rising interest in decentralized networks,

and the transformational emancipatory possibilties of open AI – the

unfortunate tendencies of all-encompassing, streamlined neoliberal
capitalism still very much holds sovereignty over our true agency of these
possibilities, and as it appears, this may continue indefinitely out of both
convenience and monopolistic effectiveness.
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Planetary scale computation, financial manipulation systems,
and social platforms have in this way become entirely
accepted, culpable obscurants to macro-time and history;
operating like open, autochthonic wastelands where both
the phenotype of the post-capital plastic individual, and the
no-future youth go to proactively celebrate a certain digital
nihilism of time; to accept the ‘terms of use’, is to voluntarily re-

spawn into harvestable time-fuel for the systems themselves. Hyperstitial

narratives, psychogenic memes, and the organization of activist practices

can all certainly exist and can gain legs within these platforms, but

ultimately these may become unspooling armatures in the end, loops of

feedback returning into the engine and source of this interiority. As new

users and sub-trends emerge to reinforce these inward velocital

trajectories, the exponentially molecularized speed required in optimizing

these tools becomes a form of temporal neoteny — an accelerated

capitalistic cephalization — where users, corporate-political
bodies, and subcultures voluntarily re-embody, and
reconfigure themselves into quantifiably centralized, fleeting
flows within the meshwork of these chrono-techonomic
systems.
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INCOMING

FACT UPDATE

“Thiswillbethe‘big
reveal’ that

everyone’sbeen
waitingfor”

-SickEric

“TheRothschilds,
Jell-O,andthe

Illuminatiaretrying
tokillyou

andyourfamily.”

-StormyDaniels
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1 Admin Demo Day: Launch 21

2 Presentation Johannes Schnatmann for 'Assembler'

3 Trilemma
Series

Grey Elder

4 Collection Frictionless Enmeshment

5 Oraculum 02

6 Admin Mnemosyne Oracles
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Peasants attacking an isolated man-at-arms, Jean de Wavrin.
Chroniques d’Angleterre, fifteenth century.



submissions:
admin@sil0.app


